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5th Annual Exhibition Affirms AUK’s Commitment to the Arts

Untitled bust by Sperdah Behbehabi.

By Mubarak Al-Mutairi

A

rt exhibitions are peculiar
events, and this year’s was
no exception. The opening ceree
emony was held on Monday,
13th December, in the universite
ty’s auditorium, with contributie
ing artists, interested students,
artsy patrons and the media
freely mingling with each other
amongst the exhibited works.
The auditorium was divided into
seven sections each one dedicatee
ed to one of several categories:
Photography; Graphic Design;
3D Art; Drawing; Painting;
Special Theme: Kuwait; and
Poetry. The exhibits were nume
merous and displayed the many
diverse ways that students chose
to express themselves. Such exae
amples include Rana Emera’s
somber and thoughtful A Shatte

tered Revelation, Maryam AlMorad’s slightly eccentric and
colorful 3D portraits and Dana
Jumah’s experimental Lion.
The organizers of this yearly
exhibition, the Office of Student
Life, hoped that such an event
would help to not only promote
the works and endeavors of its
students, but also to solidify the
university’s position as an inse
stitute where artistic expression
is nurtured. Ranya Al-Mastaki
on the other hand hoped that
the art exhibition would “enhe
hance the artistic skills of [the
university’s] students” and “to
have them engage more with the
community”.
The art exhibition, after five
consecutive years, is doing a
marvelous job of establishie
ing itself as an integral part of

Mariam Al-Mourad’s 3D Portraits.

the university’s community as
proven by the number of works
submitted to the Office of Stude
dent Life. In fact Ranya herself
states that “Around 30 students
are taking part with more than
one piece, and the [submissions]
are more than last year” she also
states that the art exhibition atte
tracted “more submissions from
freshmen.”
There is no better way to end
this article than with congratule
lations not only to the Americe
can University of Kuwait and

those who helped organize and
promote this event for contribue
uting more to the artistic fabric
of Kuwait and the region, but
also the winners of the exhibe
bition: Fakheema Badri for
Crimson Creek; Ghaneema AlQudmani for Smoke All Star
Shoes; Sperdah Behbehabi
for her untitled bust; Mariam
Al-Enezi for Thinking; Abdule
laziz Al-Mudhaf for 3; Afnan
Abdullah for The Amir Sabah
Al-Ahmad, and the author of
these lines for Dance Tap.

MUNAUK Makes Impressive Showing in Bahrain

Abdulaziz Al-Mudhaf’s 3.

Wonderland and the
Magic of the Ballot Box
By Gholam Reza Vatandoust,
Ph.D.

I

Press Release

S

eventeen members of the
American University of
Kuwait’s Model United Nate
tions team (MUNAUK) particie
ipated in the Fifth Bahrain Unive
versities Model United Nations
(BUMUN) two-day conference
on 12-13 December 2009.
AUK students represented
various countries in the Genee

eral Assembly, the Internate
tional Atomic Energy Associate
tion (IAEA) and the Security
Council. Tackling issues such
as the current financial crise
sis, water scarcity, the safety
of nuclear reactors in Russia,
North Korea and Eastern Eure
rope, torture and extraordinary
rendition, and a mock crisis
dealing with terrorist attacks

and a continued threat on UN
offices worldwide, the AUK
delegates stood out among othee
er participants because of their
knowledge of and insights into
current global events as well as
their advanced debating skills.
Time and again the AUK
delegates in the General Asse
sembly were at the forefront of
the debates and discussions. In

fact, two resolutions debated
by the General Assembly were
submitted and/or co-submitted
by AUK’s delegates. Abdulaziz
Al-Mutawa, President of MUNe
NAUK and Sarah Al-Rifaai
received diplomacy awards
and three others—Uros Lukic,
Adyan Qasem and Majdoline
Continued on page 

n its thirty years of topsy-turve
vey existence, Wonderland has
held more elections than any othee
er on the face of this earth. This
is a sign of grandeur, civil society
and democracy for Wonderland,
where the Supreme Guardian,
the self proclaimed savior of the
world, would sublimely guide
his flock towards heavenly bliss.
Wonderland proclaims to be a
free and democratic state with
open and fair elections in which
God’s representative, the guardie
ian and trusted Holy Padre, would
ensure that no rights were underme
mined. This view was generally
endorsed until the elections of
June 12th. The outcome exposed
another side of Wonderland, one
different from what was previoe
ously assumed. The situation was
brought to light by the miracle of
the Ballot Box.
On June 12th there was magic
in the air, the magic of the balle
lot box. Wonderland’s Supreme

Leader had already provided an
injunction some nine months earle
lier, asking the incumbent Preside
dent to prepare for four more
years of service to mankind. But
the elections proved contrary to
the wishes of his Eminence. Out
of 475 candidates for the preside
dency, only four were approved
by the College of Cardinals or the
“Guardians.” The most popular
of the four presidential candide
dates, heading the Green moveme
ment, acquired some 20 million
votes. But the miracle of the balle
lot box changed all that. Out of
the box emerged the incumbent
President, an ultra-conservative
principalist, dedicated to serve
the wishes of the Supreme Padre.
As succinctly explained by a carte
toon in the International Herald
Tribune of June 24th under the
title of ‘Theocracy explained’, it
shows his Eminence telling two
voters: ‘You vote, God decides.’
As appropriately predicted, God
Continued on page 
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Islam in Russia Exhibition at the Grand Mosque
By Nur Soliman

T

he Russian Federation is
not one of the most typice
cal countries one would list as a
‘Muslim’ country in the sense of
the word; countries like Egypt,
Indonesia, or Turkey would
come to mind. That said, Musle
lims constitute about 11% of
Russia’s population; in addition,
the number of Muslims living in
Russia are greater than the numbe
ber of Muslims in Russia and
Libya combined, according to
the Pew Forum on Religion and
Public Life.
Statistics aside, much of Russe
sia, as well as Central Asia and
the Caspian region have been
home to diverse Muslim comme
munities for hundreds of years.
From Kazan and Georgia to the
steppes at the borders of Kazakhse
stan and around the great Volga
River, the Muslim communite
ties of Russia have thrived into

diverse, rich cultures that have
a lot to share in arts, literature,
music, costume, and tradition.
To celebrate Russia’s relations
with the Islamic world, Kuwait’s
Ministry of Awqaf and Religious
Affairs worked in conjunction
with the Russian Embassy of
Kuwait to present to the public
an exhibition entitled Islam in
Russia between the 22nd and 26th
December, at the atmospheric
location of the Grand Mosque.
This occurred in tandem with
a conference that took place in
Kuwait entitled Russia and the
Muslim World, attended by both
the Ministry of Awqaf and membe
bers of the Russian
Embassy, in adde
dition to the
President
of the Repe
public of
Ingushee
etia,

Yunus-Bek Yevkurov who made
opening remarks alongside the
Deputy Minister of Awqaf.
The exhibition featured such
a varied, wide spectrum of
Muslim Russian culture
that really broadened
one’s scope of unde
derstanding when it
came to these unique
communities. Much
of the material
displayed was
in the form of
photographs.
Some of it
featured the
beautiful
and

unique Muslim architecture in
the area—primarily mosques
such as the beautiful Qul Sharif
Mosque in Kazan, or even secule
lar, such as the Russian Islamic
University, also in
the Republic of
Tatarstan.
Most
of the photos dispe
played candid, vivid
portraits of the
Muslim
communite
ties, from
y o u n g
children

studying the Qur’an or learning
Arabic in a madrasa, to an elderle
ly woman dressed in ornate jewee
elry working intently on brightly
coloured embroidery. There
were also images related to the
stunning natural landscapes of
Russia, as well as much coverae
age on Russia’s international
relations efforts with Muslim
communities, both within Russe
sia itself and in other countries
including Kuwait.
In addition to the photoge
graphs, there was a glass case
displaying the native crafts
of Russia, from intricately
detailed,
painted

Matryoshka dolls, displayed
charmingly in a row according
to size to peasant’s straw shoes,
even a beautiful nickel-plated,
decorated samovar. There were
also brightly coloured, ornate
costumes for men and women,
traditional to Russian and Circe
cassian communities as well as
those of Georgia. Several booths
displayed many publications,
from daily Muslim Russian
newspapers, to many books on
Islam, even selections from the
Holy Qur’an in Cyrillic.
The sheer uniqueness of Musle
lim life in Russia, Central Asia,
and the Caspian region has such
a unique richness and diversity
to it, from the different ethnic
traditions, to their unique cuise
sine and musical traditions,
to the stunning geography of
the region, and the apparee
ent vigor and liveliness of
the community, the exhibe
bition, almost poetically
set against the exquisite
side-façade of the Grand
Mosque, truly shed much
light on the lives of a felle
low Muslim community
that was so alike, and
yet so delightfully
different.

Pi Gamma Mu Revives Cold War Memories

By Fatima Ibraheem
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“W

here tyranny exists…
that tyranny exists…not
only in the barrel of the gun…not
only in the cells of a prison” starts
the Hungarian poem Egy mondd
dat a zsarnoksagrol (A Sentence
of Tyranny) by Gyula Illyes. The
poem was not just a “sentence
of tyranny”, but also a sentence
that retrieved the memories of
the Hungarian and Polish Ambasse
sadors; Janos Hovari and Janusz
Szwedo, respectively, on 8th Dece
cember 2009.
Pi Gamma Mu arranged When
the Wall Came Down: Personal
Memories from Two Ambassadors
in the American Corner on this day.
It included a presentation of an
Ambassador that recalled his painfe
ful memories of the Communist
regime in his country in the past.
The Ambassador explained that
both Poland as well as Hungary expe
perienced agony during the Comme
munism era. He attributed to Comme
munism different facets, including
the fact that it is “a biased, running
system that is difficult to define.”
He also correlated it with the Soviee
et Union, making it familiar to Russe
sian culture today, as a result. As
for the world today, he stated that
“China is considered a Communist
society, if not officially.” However,

Communism is a system that is
considered nothing but a painful
past record in some societies such
as Poland and Hungary.
Nevertheless, the Ambassador
was precise on the idea that there
is a sharp distinction between
his ideological opposition to Sove
viet Communism and its grasp on
Poland, Hungary and the rest of
Central Europe, and his love of
Russian culture as a whole, which
includes Russian literature, art
and whatnot. With a comical tone
he explained his point quite vivie
idly, “Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, not
Lenin and Trotsky.”
In addition to his humour, he
was persistent in continuing the
recital of his memories. He expe
plained that the Communist rege
gime was not only a system that
was politically destructive, but it
was also “against any religion.”
Its destruction was successful in
being forceful to the extent that
the regime was able to serve for
several years with no direct oppe
ponents. He asked the rhetorical
question: “How were they able to
create it by force?” after several
members of the audience broodee
ed, which was followed by his
response along the lines of “mane
nipulation of elections.”
As he continued to evoke his

memories, he mentioned the rese
sistance of society, which was the
reason for ending such a regime.
However—and as usual—, there
has to be sacrifice for success. In
other words, it was a double-edged
sword since the resistance caused
harmful consequences, which
consisted of either having civilie
ians migrating out of the counte
try, or worse—imprisonment of
those who showed patriotism and
stayed in the country. These tragic
incidents first started in Hungary,
which sparked revolutions in the
surrounding countries later, includie
ing Poland’s turning point during
the beginning of 1980s with the
Solidarity movement.
For every revolution, there exie
ists a catalyst that pushes society
into such acts. In this case, it was
the economy that acted as a force.
The state—economically speakie
ing—was not able to produce
enough to meet the demands of
society; thus, “factories went on
strike, which cornered governme
ments as a result after the governme
ments decided to raise prices as a
solution.” However, the revolute
tions were not restricted to public
strikes and harsh actions only;
rather, they were initiated by the
growing popularity of underge
ground revolutionaries, in which

the Ambassador himself partook.
They were responsible for spreadie
ing the ideas and beliefs regardie
ing Polish and Hungarian resiste
tance via the constant distribution
of pamphlets, leaflets and even
newspapers. This, more or less,
suggests that pen is indeed mightie
ier than sword. An illustration of
this form of power is the producte
tion of a poem such as Egy monde
dat a zsarnoksagrol (A Sentence
of Tyranny) by Gyula Illyes. This
sense of resistance and revolution
caused the Soviet secret police to
become helpless and have nothing
more than a ‘broken wing.’ There
were factors for such revolt—one
was censorship. An issue we can
still relate to nowadays.
Interestingly enough, he mente
tioned that democracy was the
saviour from the Communist rege
gime. He claimed that democracy
created national independence in
the countries that suffered under
this rule, which constantly brainwe
washed its people with the slogan
“we are in a perfect country; no
poor people.”
“[B]ecause where tyranny obte
tains everything is vain…for he
stands over you at your grave,
and tells you who you were, your
every molecule his to dispose and
rule” ends the poem.
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President Tolamacheva opens the AUK Library Fair flanked by Librarian Amna Al-Omare, and Dean Hamzeh.

Building Information Bridges
Library Press Release
Dr. Amir Zeid (Program Lead of CSIS), Dr. William Poucher (Lecturer), and Dr. Ziad Najem (Regional Contest Director)

Games People Play

By Magdalene El-Neaman

T

he ACM-AUK chapter
was pleased to host a lecte
ture on 18th November 2009
for the Sciences & Engineerie
ing Division entitled ‘Games
People Play’ by Dr. William B.
Poucher. He directed his lecte
ture towards computer science
enthusiasts. His relevant messe
sage still lingers in the memoe
ory of his audience well after
his talk. He explained, “When
we look at creation, one of the
behavioral and survival traits
of mammals is to teach their
young by playing. We human
beings also train our young by
playing games. We can train
ourselves since we have a spirit
and mind.”
Dr. William B. Poucher is a
professor of computer science
at Baylor University in Texas,
an ACM Fellow and IBM Facue
ulty Partner and Executive
Director of the ACM Internate
tional Collegiate Programming
contest, as well as a Director of
the Competitive Infrastructure
Initiative. Dr. Poucher’s presee
ent day research and developme
ment centers around software
development and application
design. His research improves
competitive learning. Among
his collection of projects, his
most current one is the global
ICPC Contest Management
System with co-investigator
Dr. Jeff Donahoo, the ICPC
Parallel challenge powered by
IBM Toronto Labs, IBM Watse
son Research center, and Dr.

David Sturgill to name a few.
Additionally, Dr. Poucher has
done business consulting and
product development valued at
$10,000,000. He has also been
successful in influencing and
directing over $100,000,000
worth of technology for unive
versities. Moreover, he has
received awards including the
ACM Outstanding contribute
tion Award, the Upsilon Pi
Epsilom Honor Society Abace
cus Award, the Mortar Board
Circle of Achievement, Baylor
Outstanding Professor, and the
IBM Leadership Recognition
Award.
As an executive director of
ACM International Collegiate
Programming contest, his job
is to identify obstacles that
are on the path of career succe
cess for computer science stude
dents. “This is not just a mere
contest,” Dr. Poucher said, “It
is building an athlete in you
who loves to play and learn by
experience.” According to Dr.
Poucher, “The only way this
can be achieved is by playing
with other people. This is one
of the objectives of ACM: colle
laborative learning. It can be
summed up in three ways: gette
ting together with peers, taking
on a challenge, and develop
each other’s strength. Each
individual is special and ende
dowed with talents capable of
creating opportunities. It is part
of one’s calling, part of what
you can become. Therefore,
competitive learning provides

opportunities to train, perform,
and develop.” Dr. Poucher said
that we learn by example in the
same way musicians do. Dr.
Poucher compared the ACM
contest to a dress rehearsal.
“Dress rehearsals are performie
ing for others without fear,” he
said.
This was Dr. Poucher’s first
visit to AUK, after which he
travelled to Alexandria, Egypt
to give support to the ACM
Arab and North Africa Regionae
al Programming Contest (ANAe
ARC). It was hosted by the
Arab Academy for Science and
Technology last 22nd-24th Nove
vember. It was the first time a
team from the CSIS Programs
participated this contest. Our
CSIS team was awarded the
‘Steadfast Gurus’ Award’. This
is an award given to the team
that submits the last successful
run.
Special thanks go to Dr. Sheree
eef Abu Al- Maati, Division
Head for the Sciences & Enge
gineering for his valuable suppe
port, Dr. Amir Zeid, Program
Lead of CSIS for organizing
the lecture, Dr. Ziad Najem,
Regional Contest Director for
his presence, and Dima Abu
Rshaid, Instructor of CSIS for
inviting Dr. Poucher to give a
talk to the AUK students. Dima
was the coach of the AUK team
and she received an appreciate
tion award from the Steering
Committee of the contest for
her support of the contest over
the past years.

MUNAUK from pg. 1
Halawy—received honorable
mention for their outstanding
contributions to the committee.
On the Security Council,
discussions were guided and
winning arguments made by
all three AUK students serving
on the council. Yousef Al-Kande
dari and Amna Ibraheem rece
ceived the two Security Counce
cil Diplomacy Awards and the
third, Abdullah Al-Qatami,
an honorable mention for his
skills as the Russian delegate.
Finally, AUK was represented
in the IAEA by Muhannad
Darwish who won one of the
two diplomacy awards given
for that committee.

In all, the AUK team garne
nered five out of a total of ten
diplomacy awards and four
honorable mentions. The unive
versity has reason to be proud
of all members of the AUK
delegation at the conference
as, once again, the members
of the AUK team stood above
most delegates regarding
their preparation, and rhetorice
cal and diplomatic skills. In
the words of Doris Martin,
organizer of BUMUN, “Since
AUK began participating in
the conference four years ago,
AUK students have earned a
reputation as some of the best
delegates at the conference

and a force to be reckoned
with.”
The conference was sponse
sored by the General Organize
zation for Youth and Sports
(GOYS) in Bahrain and atte
tended by nearly 200 studentdelegates from seventeen local
and three regional universities.
The members of MUNAUK
offer a special thanks to the
American University of Kuwe
wait for their continued suppe
port and to Daniya Alam who
traveled to Bahrain as the feme
male chaperone. Her encourae
agement and professionalism
served as an inspiration to the
MUNAUK team.

T

he American University of
Kuwait (AUK) Library celebe
brated on Sunday, 7th December,
2009 the opening of its ‘AUK Libe
brary Fair: Building Information
Bridges’ at the campus auditoriue
um. The opening ceremony was
well attended by the University
President, Dr Marina Tolmacheve
va, Dr. Nizar Hamzeh, Dean of

the College of Arts and Sciences,
faculty, staff and students.
The book fair which was organe
nized by the University Library
hosted 19 exhibitors, including
international publishers, vende
dors, local institutions and book
distributors.
Dr. Marina Tolmacheva welce
comed the participants and guests
stressing the importance of readie

ing and the role of the library in
promoting a culture of reading.
She donated some of her valuable
books to the library. At the end
of the opening ceremony, AUK
President and the Library Directe
tor Ms. Amna Al-Omare thanked
the participants and sponsors by
handing out appreciation certifice
cates. The fair ended on Tuesday,
8th December.

La Francophonie at AUK

By Dareen Al-Thahab

O

n Thursday 14th January 2010
from 2-5 pm a significant
event took place in AUK’s audite
torium and multipurpose room: la
journée de la Francophonie—a day
to celebrate the French language
and the world’s Francophone culte
tures. The enthusiasm and anxiety
were felt around the AUK campus.
The Liberal Arts building was unde
der spotlights. People were walkie
ing in and out of the building, carre
rying tables, posters, computers,
and colourful costumes. Everyte
thing was being set up very neatly,
and the colourful designs were
seen everywhere.
French 101 students were very
anxious and excited about the
Francophonie exhibition. Each
group of students chose a French
speaking country to represent. The
countries which are members of
the Organisation Internationale
de la Francophonie, varied from
Switzerland, Egypt, Canada, More
rocco, Lebanon and even more.
Professor Joseph Fiannaca decided
to give his students the chance to
be more creative and artistic by
planning for a project instead of
doing a traditional written final
exam. The project included Powee

erPoint presentations, magazines
that contained a new identity, a cele
lebrity, ads, and 10 of the touristy
places related to the country the
participants chose. Also, an interve
view was required with a French
speaker from the country they sele
lected. All in French!
At the event itself, students
didn’t only enjoy the fabulous atme
mosphere, but they also had the
chance to practice the French lange
guage and expressions that they
had learned in class. Everyone was
feeling particularly content for putte
ting together all the effort.
Donations for French-speaking
Haiti, which was recently hit by an
earthquake, took place on that day.
Professor Joseph Fiannaca made
an announcement about the donate
tions in the multipurpose room
where poems, videos, and games
were presented. Teachers, visitors,
and students donated to help Haiti.
The visitors were then invited
to the Liberal Arts building. The
welcoming nature of students, and
the pleasant music played attracted
visitors. Everyone was amazed to
see all the hard work the students
had done to impress the guests
and Professor Fiannaca, who comme
mented that it was an opportunity

to show that the French language
is not the sole property of France;
it is important to pay tribute to the
countries who contribute to the
rayonnement de la langue françe
çaise.
The way the Canadian team
with their red hockey jerseys
moved around the auditorium on
roll skates giving out brochures
was splendid. The Greek costumes
were enchanting. The Moroccan
booth design was breath taking,
and the beautiful smell of their
incense filled the air. The Switzerle
land red table was eye catching,
and the food was delicious, filled
with all different kinds of cheese,
and chocolates fondues. The tradite
tional Swiss costumes were stunne
ning and beautifully designed.
Finally, the arrival of Farida Omar
and Olivier Deseez of the French
embassy was an honour for all the
participants.
In the end, everybody—includie
ing both teachers and students—
went back to their classes. Tables
were cleared, and posters were put
down. It was one of the exhausting
days at AUK, but it was worth all
the hard work and effort. Simply,
it was a day to remember. Vive La
France et la Francophonie!
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Ashoura’a: Opening Doors of Knowledge and Enlightenment
Photo by Mubarak Al-Mutairi

By Fatima Ibraheem

I

f the term within quotation marks seems foree
eign to you, then you seem to be one of the
targets I am trying to address.
When one individual, one of hundreds in Kuwe
wait, revives Ashoura’a—a historical event, yet a
timeless lesson for all sorts of generations—by atte
tending almost daily lectures of knowledge related
to the event, it is not unusual to see people, queste
tioning such practice constantly and the reasons
behind it. One mere question might create a chain
of questions, in return, which undoubtedly opens
many doors of knowledge and enlightenment.
Forms of enlightenment might also include the
re-definition and re-questioning of certain note
tions that are culturally informed. Victory in batte
tles, for instance, has usually been in proportion
to physical might; power of weaponry, death toll,
or even the size of the army. In other words, the
larger the army and the greater the weapons, the
higher the death toll; thus, a higher death toll to
the opposition meant the loss of that party. Howee
ever, does it really work this way? An absolute
answer to this skepticism is historically demonse
strated…via the event of Ashoura’a (which literae
ally means the tenth day of the Islamic month of
‘Muharram’)
While Malcolm X uttered the following words,
“truth is on the side of the oppressed” I would
personally take it deeper than it literally denotes.
I mean, if he really meant that the truth is on the
side of the oppressed, then what’s the use of that
truth if it’s going to be oppressed and suppressed
with no influence, regardless? And what’s the
use of claiming such statement other than for the
sake of stating it, and nothing more? That’s why,
I think there are other invisible words between

AUK students celebrating Ashoura’a on campus.

the lines that indicate a deeper connotation to the
statement.
Probably, “oppressed” doesn’t really mean
oppressed in terms of non-materialistic aspects,
rather, merely the materialistic facets that ince
clude physical might. Thus, his claim appears to
be more like a cautionary advice to alert its readee
ers that truth is on the side that is “oppressed”
but not oppressed…that you as humans appear
to perceive as oppressed in its physical might
but not in its more significant features—non-mate
terialism. Bearing in mind that physical power
on battleground (strictly speaking, since it’s our

A Heroic Voice?
By Nur Soliman

F

rom the voice of cartoonist
Herbert Block in his criticisms
of Nixon or General McCarthy
to Lu Xun’s Diary of a Madman
criticizing contemporary Chinese
society, there have emerged, over
the decades, dissenting voices that
have resisted waves of change (or
the lack thereof). One such voice
that has emerged recently and has
taken many by storm is that of
Mahmoud Vahidnia, the sophome
more Maths student at Tehran
Sharif Technical University who
was given 20 minutes to openly
criticize and question Grand Ayate
tollah Khamenei before Khamenei
was going to give his own speech.
According to The Guardian, Vahe
hidnia calmly began asking queste
tions of Iran’s Supreme Leader,
asking about the truth behind the
unfair treatment and representate
tion of demonstrators protesting
against the re-election of President
Ahmedinejad. He also brought up
the allegedly strong levels of conte
trol over state-run media outlets
and the infallibility of the Supe
preme Leader. Vahidnia, a gold
medalist in the country’s Mathee
ematics Olympiads, is quoted as
having said, “I don’t know why
in this country it’s not allowed
to make any kind of criticism of
you.” Khamenei is said to have repe
plied in a “fatherly” manner, sayie
ing that he always welcomed any
criticism, including the comments
from the young man.
Before anyone could cheer for
the brave voice from within the
crowd, a few skeptics wondered
whether the event might have been
staged and whether Vahidnia was
“planted” deliberately to present
the Iranian government in a better
light. From the news coverage, it is
hard to tell whether or not this was

the case; another way of looking
at it has been that the Iranian govee
ernment attempted to re-appropriae
ate the whole event and carefully
tailor their response in a way that
represented them well.
At a time where there are multe
tiple representations of events,
where the truth (whatever that
might be) is mirrored countless
times from the most extreme
perspectives, I find that what we
need is a clearer vision. Vahidnia
may very well have been planted;
that said, the broadcasting of the
event was cut off at one point,
the remainder of the speech and
response posted on government
websites, suggesting there was no
“rehearsal.”
We should probably laud Mahme
moud Vahidnia for his seemingly
simple request to learn the truth,
especially as standing up before
the Grand Ayatollah of Iran is no
small feat. Given the unfortunate,
violent turn of events that folle
lowed President Ahmedinejad’s
re-election on 12th June, Vahidnia’s
voice is surely one that should be
remembered as gently heroic, perhe
haps not in the same way as the
tragic death of Neda, but a quieter
form of resistance.
Vahidnia will probably have
graduated with his degree in
Maths long before the changes
he asked about or proposed occe
cur, but I like to think that part of
learning at the higher educational
level is the ability to question
thoughtfully with the honest truth
in mind—questioning both onese
self, one’s peers as well as higher
administration and other parties
if one’s intent is to shed light on
truthful facts. Vahidnia has surely
learned that lesson. We can only
hope others might have also liste
tened to some of it, too.

subject matter) is not considered as significant
as the non-physical power, we still need to delve
more to ask: why is that, though?
We acknowledge the fact that materialism
expires as opposed to non-materialistic, unseen
characteristics that remain alive for a longer
time, if not permanently. On that note, we can
easily apply it to a battle between opposing parte
ties. Despite the massacre that made the enemy
wipe out its opponent on Ashoura’a in 680CE,
they were unable to wipe out their honour and
value until today…more than a thousand years
later. We shall ask again: why, what is the secret?

It’s because Malcolm X as well as Gandhi, (“I
learned from Hussein to achieve victory while
being oppressed”) clarified such an equation to
us, in modern terms.
Fighting for righteousness and justice, and
the rejection of inequity and submission to inje
justic—no matter how small your army nor how
weak your weaponry—will always achieve victe
tory. ‘Victory’ is a term that is intertwined just
like ‘oppressed’ in the first place. Intellectually
speaking, it does not necessarily mean the victe
tory of being successful in killing the enemy ente
tirely, conquering their land, and being successfe
ful in taking over the throne. No, victory in the
long-run—victory that has successfully caused
the revival and the remembrance of it for more
than 1300 years. People revive it today so hardly
as if it did not occur anytime before yesterday.
Plus, it seems that no one is able to halt such infe
fluence, whatsoever.
If we want to be as superficial as we used to be
before re-defining victory and oppressed we shall
ask this devil’s advocate question then: if the
enemy has really achieved success, then where
are they now—who remembers them and who
revives their ‘victory’? Absolutely nobody. And
I’m saying this while I’m taking full account and
responsibility of my answer, since I myself have
searched a lot for at least one who considered
reviving the enemy’s shameful ‘triumph.’ There
was simply no one.
“I am neither here recklessly and maliciously
nor for some kind of invalid, petty reason…but I
came out in the request of reform in a destructive
nation on the verge of a breakdown.” (Along the
lines of the words of) Imam Hussein on the battle
ground, Ashoura’a.

Magic of the Ballot Box, from pg. 1
decided that for the sake of nuce
clear peace and fraternal love, the
incumbent President should rise
out of the Ballot Box.
Only a few hours after the
polls closed late in the evening of
June 12th, results of a grand victe
tory was forecast by the official
media of Wonderland. At 2 a.m.
on the morning of June 13th, less
than four hours after the polls
closed, priliminary results were
announced with the incumbent
President leading the way. The
votes were released in blocks of
two million, without any indicate
tion as to where in Wonderland
these votes were cast. In every
instance, the champion of liberty
and world peace was declared
riding high on the road to victory.
Later that same notorious day of
June 13th the votes were switched
to blocks of five million. Howee
ever, the percentage announced
for each of the four candidates reme
mained unchanged until all the 39
million votes were counted. The
miracle was stupefying. Throughoe
out the country, the electorate
had voted in exactly the same
proportion for each of the four
candidates. In the final call, the
ordained one had acquired over
24 million votes, some 62.5% of
the electorate. Further mircles
indicated that in several provie
inces, the total votes outstripped
the eligible voters. Surprisingly,
the incumbent president was suppe
ported in regions in which he was
least popular, such as provinces
occupied by religious and ethnic
minorites who had suffered most
under his prudent leadership. The
other candidates even acquired
fewer votes in their respective
hometowns where they have their
political and social base of suppe
port. This is the true magic of the

Ballot Box.
Despite the shock and awe,
His Eminence, the Holy Padre,
validated the results by extending
his congratulations to the incumbe
bent, even before the Council of
Guardians had an opportunity to
investigate the wide reaching prote
tests. The public however felt othee
erwise. Millions of disenchanted
voters came out into the streets
demanding back their votes. The
Circus was about to begin. The
embattered streets of Wonderle
land were now a big performing
theatre. It was a primetime show
to watch. Every day, thousands
took to the streets to reclaim their
votes. Their demands were simpe
ply “give back my vote.” The aute
thorities took the threat seriously
and ordered a crackdown. This
has continued for months on end.
The reformers appropriately
duped as “godless” liberals and
western spies, diabolically known
as the Greens, had now landed in
the famous Evin prison, known
as the country’s Open University.
They were kept there against their
will and for their own safety, in
order to protect them against
the mercenary tugs, notoriously
known as the Janassaries of Wonde
derland. These soldiers of fortune
were most eager to rape and conqe
queer for the Holy Padre. Afterall,
whether you kill or get killed for
his Eminence is a blessing. You
conquer both the heaven and the
earth, and you are blessed either
way.
One recently raped victim dese
scribed his ordeal in detail: ‘They
take you to a miracle room where
the walls speak to you. You view
your entire life fleeting past you.
You must experience heaven and
hell. They talk about salvation
while they kick you in the rear

end. As you fall, they hit you
again and again, demanding repe
pentance. The louder you plead
the more they demand. While you
lie on the hard concrete bleeding
from the nose, begging for mercy,
they rip your pants and complete
their act. They then pour icy wate
ter over you to freshen your soul.
The cell is designed to break you
to save you. You have no choice,
all you do is submit while you
plead for clemency.’
The Greens who were out to
redeem their “stolen” votes were
now branded as traitors of Wonde
derland. They had defied the Holy
Padre by their overwhelming
presence in the elections as they
cast their votes for the Greens. By
not having voted for the ordained
candidate they had disrespected
his Eminence. In fact they had
served the enemy. Further objecte
tion to the miracle of the Ballot
Box had landed them in Evin
University, where, god willing,
they will remain for their own
protection and as long as their reeducation necessitates. Despite
themselves, this was needed for
their redemption.
What makes Wonderland so
special is its visionary leadership
that is seldom seen elsewhere on
earth. Perhaps one puff on the
magic opiate flute is sufficient to
hallucinate into the ever wonderle
land of self deception and grande
deur. Opium can do wonders, parte
ticularly of high quality. They call
it the Napoleonic brand, produced
in the neighboring Afghanistan
and abundantly available to the
ordained and the select few. Only
five puffs are enough. It will elee
evate you to heaven itself. Soon
you fly above the clouds and
your mind is crystal clear. Opium
strengthens and broadens the vise

sion and provides self illusion beye
yond limits. While hallucinating
you are no less than God himself.
In fact you transcend God, and
commandier the sheep to servite
tude and obedience. You become
Thou, the Almighty, the Supreme
Padre, all in one.
The magic of Wonderland is
its ability to erase its past, parte
ticularly those popular among
the wretched of the earth. The
magic of Wonderland is its dicte
tates, which goes beyond the Ten
Commandments. ‘Thou shalt not
question the elections,’ ‘Thou
shalt lie in order to protect the nezd
zam (system),’ ‘Thou shalt punish
those who march in the streets deme
manding their votes.’ Appointed
by God himself, He is the Master.
Therefore, history is rewritten,
and clichés are made to stand tall
on their heads. Wonderland is a
living proof that all ‘animals are
not after all created equal, nor
are they entitled to life, liberty or
the pursuit of happiness,’ unless
ordained by the Supreme Padre.
He alone has the audacity and the
key to blissful happiness. No one
else can acquire such a priveleged
position without his explicit conse
sent. He is the righteous, entitled
to nuclear peace and nuclear
bliss.
The Wonderland show has
continued into the New Year.
The curtain is unlikely to fall in
the foreseeable future. Who shall
win remains a mystery. There is
a power struggle between God’s
representative and his rebellious
flock. The people continue to
demonstrate their will in order
to fight what they consider to be
a ‘stolen election.’ But how God
sees the whole scenario remains
a mystery. Ultimately ‘God dece
cides.’ Inshallah.
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THE ARTS

Islamic Art at the Grand Mosque



By Sara M. Soliman

uwait’s 4th Annual Internate
tional Forum for Islamic
Arts was hosted by the Grand
Mosque between 4th and 15th Janue
uary. Sponsored by the Ministry
of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs in
conjunction with the Kuwait Cente
ter for Islamic Art in the Grand
Mosque, this forum was just as
diverse and interesting as the preve
vious one, showcasing the arts of
the Islamic world as well as hostie
ing short lectures and workshops.
The forum showcased some
of the beautiful works of Islamic
calligraphy and paintings from
across the world, from China
and Iran to Turkey and Jordan,
in addition to presenting the nate
tive crafts of Syria, Turkey, and
other countries, from paneled
wood-and-mother-of-pearl from
Syria and Jordan to textile work
from other nations. Also, to celee
ebrate Jerusalem as 2009 Capital
of Arab culture, the forum hosted
calligraphers from the Occupied
Palestinian Territories to display
their art. One of the more popule
lar demonstrations that will rete
turn to this year’s forum will be
sharing Turkish marble-paintie
ing techniques known as ‘Ibru’,
where passersby and their childe
dren can even try their hand at
the art.
This is one of the few more
interactive artistic events in Kuwe

layed by contemporary
artists, some known for
their R&B music more than
jazz, The Bright Mississippi
is an interesting compilation
of old Dixieland and Swing
classics, as well as some of
Thelonius Monk’s composite
tions, played with a delightfe
ful mixture of styles, rangie
ing from that of Monk to
Armstrong, from Ellington
to Sidney ‘Jelly Roll’ Morte
ton. While listening to several
numbers in Toussaint’s album,
one would believe greats like
Sidney Bechet or Art Blakey
were playing. Toussaint’s
band is remarkably talented;
able to swing through the jazz
timeline to recreate old fave
vorites the way they were alwe
ways meant to be played, but
with the clarity and solidity
of contemporary jazz music.
In several old favorites, like
Dixieland classics Dear Old
Southland, there is pleasant
evidence of Toussaint’s conte
temporary playing, his fluid,
elegant runs unlike those of a
Dixieland pianist, but delightfe
fully contrasted against trumpe
peter Nicholas Payton’s clean,
Harlem sound. The weight of
the blues chords and climbing

P

The artists themselves are also
very genial, and are often willie
ing to hold conversations and
answer questions for passersby,
also providing them with leaflets,
brochures, or even letting them
help in their crafts. In addition,
there are many stalls representing
libraries from Bahrain, Qatar, or
Turkey and Southeast Asia selling
or displaying books on Islam, histe
tory, Islamic art, science philosope
phy, and other related subjects.
The forum is a place where

visitors can immerse themse
selves in cultures and artistic
traditions that go well beyond
their own, be they Arab or tradite
tional European, affording them
an opportunity to understand
Islam as a more diverse, dyne
namic entity that goes beyond
traditional “Arab” Islam, but is
understood and reflected in far
more representations, leaving
viewers with an increased rese
spect and interest for these arts
and these communities.

W

hile some offspring of fame
mous figures might follow
in their parent’s footsteps, many
of them also follow their own
paths and styles, techniques,
and talents that make them more
unique. One great example is
Ravi Coltrane, son to the legee
endary tenor saxophonist John
Coltrane and his wife, Alice Colte
trane, also a noted jazz pianist
and performer. Ravi’s name has
always been tied to that of his
father’s; his style and techniques
on the tenor sax are likewise
compared. But with this fifth
album, it is clear that Ravi Colte
trane, while intimately familiar
his father’s style, ventures forth
with his own voice.
This album, Blending Times,
impresses the listener with how
John-Coltrane it sounds, and
also how remarkably modern it
sounds. Tracks like ‘First Circuit’

and ‘Last Circuit’ evoke the rich,
frenetic, almost mystic sounds of
John Coltrane, almost symbolice
cally paying tribute to the great
saxophonist, reflecting what his
father sounds like in his Love Supe
preme suite, as well as in Giant
Steps or My Favourite Things.
Very different to these are
tracks like ‘Amalgam,’ where
the opening certainly has a John
Coltrane sound to it, almost like
‘Acknowledgment,’ yet the sente
timental bass and piano give it a
more creative, softer tone. ‘Narce
cined’ also has a very unique
piano and rhythm arrangement,
where the piano is more fluid, the
percussion a little more edgy and
adventurous like modern jazz.
‘One Wheeler Will’ has an almost
bossa nova like percussive beat;
the dual basses of Haden and
Gress are on-the-spot, with the
saxophone sounding more like
Rollins or Parker, ultimately.
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One touching piece is ‘For
Turiya,’ dedicated to his mother
Alice who later gave herself an
Indian name. The track features
very lyrical, mystic harp chords,
something like Andreas Vollenwe
weider, the famous Swiss harpie
ist. ‘Before with After’ is very
solemn, sounding like Coltrane,
but also like Adderley, with an alme
most Elligntonian bluesy lilt that
is very interesting to hear.
My personal favourite, though,
has got to be ‘Last Circuit,’ as

though Ravi Coltrane has come
full circle and created an entirely
new, creative blend between his
own style, the very edgy, upbeat,
and abstract cool sound of the
percussion working very well
with the rich, mellow sound of
the tenor, really ‘blending’ the
times.
This disc is a definite recomme
mendation for those interested in
seeing where 2009 is taking us
with artists taking the older with
the new to create something exce
citing.
Ravi Coltrane, tenor saxopd
phone; Drew Gress, acoustic
bass; Charlie Haden, acoustd
tic bass (guest appearance);
Luis Perdomo, piano; Brandee
Younger, harp (guest appearad
ance).Producer: Ravi Coltrane,
Executive Producer: Joshua
Sherman. SAVOY JAZZ Recordid
ing, 2009 (Audio CD). Approx.
54:27 minutes

tonic triads is heard in Ellingte
ton’s classic, Solitude, pulling
the Billie Holliday number up
several decades, her coarse,
elegant voice replaced by
Marc Ribot’s electric guitar,
lilting and almost like that of a
country ballad. Ribot’s guitar
then smoothly shifts into the
familiar strumming of Django
Reinhardt, forming the bass
line for Louis Armstrong’s
soulful, St. James Infirmary.
This compilation of musical
styles, sounds, timbres, tempe
pos and atmospheres, mixed
and matched throughout the
songbooks of jazz greats in
history, presents a colorful albe
bum that is pure delight to liste
ten to, delivering old favorites
with a flare either convincie
ingly faithful to the original
or charmingly recreated with
a modern twist.

Furore of Joyce Didanto
By Sara Soliman

W

ith a voice fiery and
rich, DiDinato presee
ents a fine selection of
Handel’s arias, accompane
nied by the distinctive Bare
roque orchestra, Les Talens
Lyriques.
Heavy and urgent, DiDine
nato’s voice gives life and
character to the arias, creatie
ing a colourful impression
of a singer in full costume
on stage. The opening piece,
Xerxes, exhibits DiDinato’s
virtuosic talent and impresse
sive vocal abilities, presentee
ed against the elegant perioe
od-instrument orchestra.
The delicacy and vibrancy
of the ornamented Baroque
melodies are contrasted by
the dark, descending mote
tifs in the Ira movement of
the Teseo opera, constantly
heightened by the minor
chords of the harpsichord.
DiDinato’s flexible voice

and powerful vibrato enables
her to switch roles smoothly,
each aria delivered with rene
newed vigor and individual
strength.
Similar to the poignancy and
enthusiasm with which Lorre
raine Lieberson Hunt sings
Bach’s cantatas—for which
she is most renowned—,
DiDinato here presents many
of Handel’s well-loved arias
with rich feeling and virtuose
sic strength, demonstrating
these arias in ‘furore’ in its
highest splendor.
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By Nur Soliman

wait, where viewers can not
only observe and look at works
of art, but also listen to lectures
while surrounded by beautiful
works of calligraphy in black ink
or delicate Safavid paintings of
birds and flowers, the lecturer’s
voice occasionally muffled by the
sound of wood panels being cut or
hammered or the voices of childe
dren as they colour in patterns, or
overcome by the compelling calls
to sunset or night prayers at the
Mosque.

Ravi Coltrane Not Just John’s Son
By Nur Soliman

January, 2010

The Bright Mississippi

By Nur Soliman
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A Parting Message from President Tolmacheva
December, 2009
By Marina Tolmacheva, PhD
Dear AUK Students:

I

am writing this message for The Voice in the
last weeks of my tenure as President of the
American University of Kuwait. Beginning
January 1, I will be President Emerita, and
AUK will be led by Interim President Sullivan
while the full presidential search is going on.
Some of my last steps at AUK have included
the supervision of preparation and publication
of the 2008-2009 Annual Report and the meetie
ing with the AUK Board of Trustees, which
took place December 5-6. Earlier this Fall, the
Board members and Dr. Sullivan met with the
Minister of Higher Education Dr. Moudi AlHomoud. In late November, Dr. Sullivan parte
ticipated in faculty interviews and other meetie
ings in Washington, DC together with Dean
Nizar Hamzeh, Dr. Dale Eickelman and other
Dartmouth consultants. Some Trustees have
met with AUK student leaders and alumni and
we look forward to their continued support of
our student activities and academic work. As
some of you know, AUK Trustees are enthusiae
astic supporters of the Liberal-Arts educational
mission of AUK and champions of our holistic
approach to student development.

Accreditation Update

A

s I reported to the Board, AUK is looking
forward to the next steps in the accreditate
tion process. For all AUK graduates and curre
rent students, it is most important to know that
when questions of accreditation arise, what
AUK needs first and foremost is Kuwaiti acce
creditation by the Council for Private Universite
ties (PUC). This is what is called “institutionad
al” accreditation, and this is what you need in
order to certify your degree in Kuwait, to transfe
fer to another institution (in Kuwait or abroad)
and to apply for graduate study programs. Rest
assured, AUK is accredited and has been since
2006. PUC is an autonomous branch of the
Ministry of Higher Education. At this time,
AUK has no institutional international accredite
tation (no American-style university in Kuwait
does), but that is not an admission requirement
for transfer students or for graduate-school appe
plication, in or outside Kuwait.

AUK is also working on gaining internationae
al programmatic accreditation (for selected
degree programs). The College of Arts & Sciee
ences, under the guidance of Dean Hamzeh, is
working hard on a self-study for the American
Academy for Liberal Education (AALE). The
self-study process is being coordinated by Dr.
Rawda Awwad, CAS Assistant Dean for Acce
creditation and Curriculum. If AUK succeeds
in submitting the self-study to AALE in early
2010, our Bachelor of Arts programs in the Hume
manities & Arts and Social Science divisions
may hope to receive international accreditate
tion in time for AY 2010-2011. The Division
of Business & Economics is going through the
pre-application process with ACBSP (Associate
tion of Collegiate Business Schools and Proge
grams, which accredits Business degree proge
grams at liberal arts institutions). Dr. Jeremy
Cripps coordinates the self-study process for
AUK’s Bachelor of Business Administration
program. The study will involve all the BBA
major programs and take most of the year 2010.
AUK hopes to submit the self-study to ACBSP
in 2011. As you may know, our Intensive Engle
lish Program (IEP) already has international
accreditation (from US-based CEA, Commisse
sion for English language program Accredite
tation), the first such program in Kuwait and
only second in the Middle East.

Academic Credit Transfer

A

ccreditation status of AUK may be importe
tant to you in three cases: (1) For degree
certification by Kuwaiti authorities, if you inte
tend to complete your Bachelor’s degree studie
ies here at AUK; (2) if you plan to apply to
graduate school after graduating from AUK,
and (3) if you plan to transfer to another unive
versity (here or abroad) before graduating from
AUK. For some countries and institutions (not
all), the validity of your degree or transferabilie
ity of your academic credits depends on our acce
creditation standing. AUK has been accredited
since 2006, and our status can be checked on
the PUC web site (www.puc.edu.kw).
At the undergraduate level, AUK credit transfe
ferability depends on the other institution’s
policy. The first thing they need to know is that
AUK is licensed and accredited in Kuwait. The

questions about whether your AUK credits will
transfer to another institution can be answered
only by the other school’s Admissions office.
Some institutions (for example, Dartmouth) alle
low very few transfer credits and may count
them only as electives or General Education
credits. Others may allow up to 60 credits (as
does AUK) and some institutions accept even
as many as 90 credits, but all depends on the acae
ademic field or discipline you are majoring in.
Also, all schools expect you to spend your last
year studying at the institution whose degree
you intend to earn at graduation. So: if you plan
to transfer from AUK before graduation, you
need to ask the intended school how your credie
its will be applied toward your chosen degree
requirements in the new place. Some universe
sities require that courses in the Major be taken
only in their own program. This means that you
can expect to spend more than four years purse
suing your bachelor’s degree. If you depend on
the Kuwaiti government scholarship program
for financing your education, you have to know
what programs at what foreign institutions are
on the Ministry of Higher Education approved
list for scholarship support. But remember: the
degree approval (for MOHE certification or for
employment purposes through the Kuwait Civie
il Service Commission) is different from the
program approval for purposes of international
scholarship for Kuwaiti citizens. You can find
Kuwaiti MOHE-approved lists of degree proge
grams eligible for international scholarships on
the MOHE web site.

Graduate Study

A

UK is extremely proud that some of our
graduates have been admitted to such
prestigious American schools as Yale and the
University of Chicago, which are extremely
selective in their graduate admissions. Others
now study in the UK or have entered graduae
ate programs in Kuwait. Some of our very first
graduates who received their degrees in June
2006 applied to graduate school right away
and had no problem having their AUK credente
tials recognized. If you are earning two diffe
ferent undergraduate degrees, you can apply
to graduate programs internationally in either
field or even in yet another, new field. Howee

ever, for Kuwaiti credentials, it is best to apply
to a Master’s program in the field of your first
major. Again, if you depend on the Kuwaiti inte
ternational scholarship program for financing
your education, you have to know what proge
grams at what institutions are on the Ministry
of Higher Education approved list for graduate
(in British English, post-graduate) scholarship.
This may limit your choice of location, institute
tion, and field of study.

Good-bye

D

ecember 2009 is my last month here at
AUK, and soon I’ll be returning to the
United States. Looking back on the four years
in Kuwait, I take pride in the distinguished acade
demic institution that AUK has become. The
strength of any university is rooted in its facue
ulty, and we have attracted and retained outse
standing teachers who are actively engaged
with our students and maintain their expertise
through research and creative activity. AUK is
also very fortunate in having a dedicated staff
of academic and administrative professionae
als who help us serve our mission of building
an institution of excellence which provides a
broadly-based arts & sciences education and
educates global citizens for success in the
twenty-first century.
You, our students, are both our main conse
stituents and a “product” of our efforts. The
knowledge you acquire and the skills you
develop at AUK will serve yourselves, Kuwe
wait, and the world. The distinctions and succe
cesses achieved by our students over the last
five years – be they in academic, extra- and
co-curricular activities, in athletics or in comme
munity service – all speak well to the learnie
ing and personal growth that take place on the
AUK campus. The current student population
of about 2250 total (undergraduates and IEP)
is being well served by our faculty and staff.
Even with a growing number of private instite
tutions of higher education in Kuwait and the
region, AUK is continuing to build the excelle
lence of our programs, faculty, and facilities
in order to ensure the learning outcomes and
career success of our students.
I wish you all continued success in your studie
ies at AUK!

AUK Continuing Students Academic
Scholarship
In order to maintain your scholarship award, make sure you read the ‘Terms and Conditions’ document which was given to you upon
receiving your award.
To read more about how to apply for this award, please visit the following webpage:
http://www.auk.edu.kw/student_affairs/registrar_academic_scholarships.jsp.
For inquiries you may e-mail us at scholarship@auk.edu.kw.

Government Scholarship Students
(This includes PUC internal scholarships, Diplomats & Minister’s Seats)
In order to maintain your scholarship award, make sure you familiarize yourself with your scholarship awards’ Rules and Conditions.
You may do so by visiting the Private Universities Council (PUC) website at www.puc.edu.kw. And for any inquiries you may e-mail us at
scholarship@auk.edu.kw.
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Eloquence...
By Nur Soliman

W

hen I thought about this question, of
eloquence and the skill or the art of
writing, it sort of reminded me of a converse
sation (it bordered on an argument) with a
young musician about whether mastering
the technique was more important than the
“spirit” of performance. I was somewhat ince
clined to the idea that you had to have the
“essence” or the content before you work
on mastering the “technique” or the form,
which meant much more. The young musice
cian responded by saying that spirit or feelie
ing was no good if one couldn’t adequately
master the techniques; it might even sound
worse. She had a point, but taking it a step
further, I thought then about how deeply inte
tertwined the two were.
In discussing the question of where eloqe
quence comes in when it comes to writing,
I believe we can discuss the issue on similar
lines. Before this, I guess we have to think
about what ‘eloquence’ and ‘rhetoric’ reae
ally mean. Edward Said has a wonderfully
rich essay called Living in Arabic which he
wrote shortly before his death in 2003. In
it, he describes eloquence (or rhetoric) and
the “elegance” of language in contrast with
simple linguistic communication. According
to Said, eloquence, something not many of

us think about much, conveys “distinguished
verbal practice, a skill with words that will
mark an eloquent person as possessing
something that others do not,” things that
constitute rhetoric that is made up of linguiste
tic tools, such as tropes, schemes, figures of
speech and other devices that are part of eloqe
quence. It is not just verbal cleverness, but a
way to animate what you say, as he quotes
from an 18th century professor of rhetoric,
Giambattista Vico.
I firmly believe in the importance of anime
mating one’s writing (or speech) with such a
spirit of conviction or passion. That said, the
consultant in me also reminds me that withoe
out clarity, none of a writer’s enthusiasm and
feeling can ever be truly communicated unle
less it is delivered in excellent clarity of lange
guage and organization of thought. If one has
not yet mastered a language with its sentence
structures, its vocabulary, and its grammar,
one cannot yet hope to aim for eloquence.
Also, organized thoughts and a planned out
draft or skeleton structure to what one is tryie
ing to say are really important. If you can
spell things out, then all your already epic
ideas and deep, rich feelings will find a space
for themselves to show, and it is here that a
rhetoric device like a metaphor or any other
figure of speech will really help.

& Writing
By Kheiriyeh Ahmadi

E

loquence could more often be a natural talee
ent possessed by those who are born with
a particular language and they seem to swiftly
grasp the structure of their native language
from early ages as they often use a sublime
style when speaking. The power of persuasion
is these people’s innate gift. Nonetheless, eloqe
quence can also be achieved and improved by

practice and after mastering a language but I
believe this is a rarity as very few possess that
much perseverance and fortitude!
Although it might differ in various languagee
es, I believe that eloquence is not using brave
vura words to convey great ideas. Eloquence
is the use of simple words that create great effe
fects, such effects that move a nation toward
a revolution.

Nature
By Fatima Ibraheem

L

ike charisma, eloquence is rhetorice
cally-based. Eloquence, I believe, is
the deliverance of words—whether writte
ten or oral—fluently (the correctness of
the language) causing a powerful effect
(a concurrence to the desired gist), yet
in a facilitated manner, wherein lies the
honesty and truthfulness of the words.
Personally, the first thing that popped
into my mind when I read the question is
the adages that contain indescribable expe
pressions, which surpass human rhetorice
cal capacity found in Nahj-ul-Balagha
(The Peak of Eloquence) by Imam Ali
(the Prophet’s successor, peace be upon
him).
The issue of eloquence coming before
mastering a language or writing sugge

gests that the characteristic of eloquence
is innate rather than learnt in an indive
vidual. This is true; however, I believe
that it does not get discovered until the
practitioner masters the language and its
writing, for him/her to express his/her
eloquence. For that, a person can be “offe
ficially” called eloquent—even if innatele
ly. Thus, eloquence being an innate charae
acter is the foundation for an individual,
and does not get exposed without a bridge
that acts as a liaison—and that bridge is
the stage when the individual masters the
language and its writing skills.
I shall take this opportunity to gently
conclude with a valuable saying from The
Peak Of Eloquence: “Your supremacy
over others is in proportion to the extent
of your knowledge and wisdom”.

or Nurture?
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Moments in Words
By Hanouf S. Al-Juhail

August 1990, Adiliyah, Kuwait

I

n a room occupied by
too many people, there I
sat next to my father clingie
ing on to every word he
was saying. I was thirteen,
and it was the first week
of August, where nothing
looked familiar, with the
exception of the heat. The
room became too noisy
and clouded with cigare
rettes’’ smoke, so I decided
to walk around the house
and look for a quiet place.
I peeked from a window
and saw three Iraqi solde
diers, fully equipped with
their weapons and machinee
eries, roaming the streets
of
our
neighborhood.
Saddam’s army invaded
Kuwait that week, and in
a matter of hours, I had to
learn new vocabularies to

comprehend the situation
and talk about it with othee
ers. I had to gather my bele
longings and fit them into
one handbag, so I grabbed
a couple of t-shirts, jeans,
pajamas, my toothbrush,
and my journal. We were
four families clustered into
one household; my older
aunts urged us to abande
don our home and move
in with them until we saw
an end to that predicame
ment. As a teenager who
was consumed with fear,
oblivious to what was goie
ing on around me, I had to
find a refuge, and it was in
words. I wrote every day,
and on some days, I wrote
several times. I had to use
words like invaders, retaliad
ation, and bombardment in

my journal entries, which
was bizarre at the beginne
ning.
Prior to that dark
August, my journal entries
consisted of vocabularies
like boy crush, Madonna’s
leg warmers and moonwd
walking. I started writing
at the age of eleven when
my English teacher sugge
gested it as a way for me
to improve my writing
skills. During the invase
sion however, writing bece
came an outlet for me. It
was a way to vent, explore,
fantasize, and not to mente
tion comprehend everyte
thing around me. When
the ground shook beneath
me, or when bomb blasts
penetrated the stillness of
my night, I was hiding bete
tween my words.

August 1996, Boulder CO

I

n a field covered with
fall leaves and Frisbe
bees, I felt tiny. I found a
tree that I could hide unde
der so that no one could
see me cry. Earlier that
morning, I was overwe
whelmed with enthusiae
asm and joy walking, alme
most skipping, to attend
my first day in college at
the University of Colorade
do at Boulder. I knew it
was a big school, so I had
my map ready and I was
set on making it to my
classes on time so that I
would leave a good impe
pression on my first day.

I started to walk towards
the center of campus,
and all buildings looked
alike.
People looked
alike. And I felt as if I
was an alien who just
landed on planet Earth,
and all “humans” were
looking at it strangely.
A few hours went by,
and I was still trying to
find my classrooms, unte
til it all started to get to
me. Here I was, the first
member in my immediate
family to attend college,
and I can’t even find my
classrooms. I couldn’t
ask anyone for directions

because I thought I had a
weird accent. I cried for a
long time under that tree,
then reached over and
pulled my journal from
my backpack and startee
ed writing. I questioned
my decision to study
abroad, and in words, I
understood all my anxiee
eties and inhibitions, and
decided to give myself
another chance and try
again the next day. I conte
tinued to be lost for much
of my freshman year, but
when I was consumed
with desperation, writing
helped me find my way.

May 2007, Leeds U.K.

I

t was a beautiful sunny
day, which is quite rare
in Leeds, where many
hospital
patients
and
their families chose to be
outside. The hospital’s
garden looked so green
looking down at it from
the 4th floor. I was standie
ing next the window in
my sister’s room where
she was in a coma. She
was sixteen and full of
life and laughter, and I
struggled to comprehend
her condition. The nurse
told me that I could speak
to her, and that she might
hear me, but every time
I tried approaching her
bed, my feet would stop
moving. I had to leave
her room several times to
breathe, and when I did,
I would find my father in
utter agony. I couldn’t
display any emotions;
cry or scream. I had to

be their rock. I left the
cancer ward, and kept on
walking in no direction
until a hospital employee
ee found me. She was a
psychologist, who had
tried talking to my family
members in an attempt
to help us cope with our
tragic situation.
Many
of us couldn’t speak, and
when we did, it was all in
tears. Each one of us had
to invent a new mechane
nism to live through that
ordeal. Mine was writie
ing.
The psychologist
handed us empty journals
that are normally given
out to patients’ family
members to write about
everything; their feelings,
fears, prayers, and memore
ries. It is thought to be a
way to encourage family
members to document the
moments that are missed
by coma patients. On the

first day of writing, I conse
sumed all the space in my
journal, while other famie
ily members perceived
it as a silly way to deal
with pain. It was unconve
ventional and irrelevant
to them, until they saw
me transform.
Writing
had disguised my trepidate
tions with calmness, and
helped me find hope. Alte
though words didn’t reasse
sure us or cast away our
fears, they were a way for
us, as a family, to bond
and understand one anoe
other. After many weeks,
my sister did make it out
of her coma, and readie
ing our journals made
her realize how much she
was loved by everyone.
Now, as she continues her
brave fight to recover, she
writes most of the time,
even on days when words
are so difficult to find.
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Dean’s Corner
By Carol Ross

A

new year brings lots of exce
citement and in Wolf Pack
country, it is no different. AUK
has a new leader at the helm.
Dr. Tim’s role is to move AUK
further down the road of succe
cess. Get on board and get to
know him.
Speaking of roads! We have
made progress on parking.
YEA! We are not building a
parking garage but you will see
more spaces around the perimee
eter of campus. No, we don’t
have a spot for every car and
you must still park in only one
space but at least we have more
spaces!
You survived RAC! We have
to do these things to help you
make sound decisions about
your education. Seeing your
advisor wasn’t such a bad thing
and the vast majority of you are
registered for spring and summe
mer. That is was the goal! Pay
attention to the deadlines for
Spring and Summer terms.
My role as the Dean of Stude
dent Affairs, and that of the
Student Affairs team, is to serve
as your advocate and assist in
the development of an environme
ment conducive to learning and
your success. We will assist
you in negotiating a “situation”
and help you work through isse
sues. It is what we love to do.

But…There is always a but(t)!
You have a responsibility as a
student. (O, NO-NOT ANOTHEd
ER LECTURE!) Go to class.
The sixteen week semester
is not optional. You are to atte
tend all the classes. You cannot
come to campus, because your
parents must see you leave
the house, chill at Starbucks
and watch your faculty come
to Starbucks, get a latte, smile
at you on the way to class and
you don’t go! We see you in
Starbucks, behind the Liberal
Arts building, sitting behind
the Administration building,
at the Hang Out, outside the
library… DUH! It is much
easier to do what is right from
the beginning than to explain
what went wrong at the end.
Value and respect this opportune
nity enough to take advantage.
There are people in this world
that really want an education
who are not allowed to read,
have no schooling option or the
money to attend. Think about it
before you blame someone for
your not being successful. Exce
cuses are monuments of nothie
ingness…and those who so ofte
ten use them, rarely amount to
anything. Every member of the
Wolf Pack has the talent to succe
ceed. No more excuses! Backie
ing out of the Dean’s Corner till
next time! dcars

Happy New Year from Admissions
By Maher Dabbouseh

Do It For 30 Days Straight: It
takes 30 days to develop a habit.
If you stick to your goal or folle
low your plan towards reaching
your goal for 30 days, you are
most likely to achieve your goal.
This worked for me 2 years ago
when I wanted to lose weight, I
went to the gym 4 days a week
for the first month. I lost A LOT
OF WEIGHT. Stop by the offe
fice for BEFORE and AFTER
Pictures. This is attributed to
forming the habit of going to the
gym. I am now a fitness freak. I
am addicted to exercise!
Don’t Shoot for the Stars:
If you set an unrealistic goal for
yourself, you are setting yourse
self up for failure. Make sure
your goal is realistic/achievable.
For Example, if your new year’s
resolution is to lose 20kg this

W

elcome Back Wolf Pack!
As we enter this New
Year, it is certain that many of
us have New Year’s resolutions
(goals) that we have set. I have
had New Year’s resolutions
in the past that were broken. I
am not the New Year’s resolute
tion GURU. However, I have
achieved plenty of goals and
wanted to share a few tips that
hopefully will help you:
Plan: A goal without a plan
is a dream. In order to achieve
you goal, set timelines and subgoals. Ask yourself “How am I
going to get to my goal?” Write
it down. Inspect what you expe
pect! Without follow-up and
monitoring of your plan, it will
be extremely difficult to compe
plete your goal.

year, try to lose 10. Then set a
new goal of losing 10 more.
Find Support: You don’t have
to tell the entire world what your
goals are. However, try to tell
the near and dear. Many people
try to keep their goals to themse
selves, afraid that others will try
to get in the way or provide disce
couragement. Although this may
be true at times, it is important
to tell trusted friends and family
members about your goals. They
may be a great source of encourae
agement and support. Also, you
hold yourself to a higher level
of accountability by announcing
your goals to others.
You will Slip: Nobody is perfe
fect. Whatever your goal might
be, you will reach points of disae
appointment, setbacks and whatne
not. Your ability to rebound will

determine whether you reach
your goal. Plan what to do when
you face setbacks. Ask a friend
or family member that has faced
similar challenges for assistance.
NEVER GIVE UP!
Set Sub-Goals and Rewards:
In order to reach the ultimate
goal, you must develop small
goals along the way. In order to
motivate yourself in achieving
the small goals, you must reward
yourself. This makes tracking
your progress fun and gives you
something to look forward to.
In closing, I would like to wish
you all a very happy, healthy and
prosperous New Year! I wish
you the best of luck in achievie
ing your goals this year. I hope
something that you read today
helps you in your journey towe
wards achieving your goal!
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By Noura Al-Ajmi

Things to Do with Winter
Boots
Camping
Coats
Cone
Christmas
Cloudy
Cold
Dim
Ear Muffs
Flu
Frozen
Hot Chocolate
Ice
Jack Frost
Mittens
New Year
Rain
Scarf
Snow
Sweater
Windy
Wool gloves

Notes from The Business & Economics Division
r. Mohsen A. Bagnied,
the Head of the Business
and Economics Division,
participated in the Annual
Conference of the Associate
tion of Egyptian American
Scholars in the US and Canae
ada (AEAS), held at Cairo
University on December 2829, 2009. Dr. Bagnied who
is also the Vice President of
AEAS presented a paper on
“Global Economic Crisis,
Causes -Impact on the Arab
World—Policy Recommende
dations”. The conclusions of
Dr. Bagnied’s research were
reported in local newspapers
in Egypt, particularity his 8M model for the economic
recovery/reform of Egypt.
Dr. Bagnied’s association
with the American Universite
ty of Kuwait was mentioned
several times in the Egypte
tian press. The conference
was also attended by Dr. Aly
Mansour, Associate Professe
sor of management at AUK.
In addition, during the
Conference Dr. Bagnied
Chaired
the
Workshop

P

Dr. Mohsen A. Bagnied

“Seeking Excellence in
Egyptian Education. He prese
sented a paper on “Reformie
ing Egyptian Education”.
Dr. Bagnied in his paper
addressed the major issues
in upgrading both school
and university education in
all their components from
curriculum, to teachers, to
facilities to students. Other
speakers in the workshop
included professors from
the American University in
Cairo.

rofessor Jeremy Cripps
presented a paper on “Isle
lamic Finance: The demand
issues” at the Asian Pacific
Conference on International
Accounting Issues was manae
aged by Faculty from The
Sid Craig School of Business,
California State University,
Fresno and held in Las Vegas,
Nevada November 2009. The
primary objective of the confe
ference is to provide an importe
tant forum for academics and
practitioners to enhance their
understanding of international
accounting issues. The conferee
ence is one of the most respectee
ed and renowned accounting
conferences in the world. This
year the conference attracted
205 scholars and practitioners
from 120 institutions and 28
countries, who participated,
discussed, and shared their expe
perience of the gradual converge
gence of international accountie
ing practices at organizations
and corporations active which
interact with counter parties
in the Asian Pacific region.
Besides presenting a paper

Photo by Fatma Khamis
Copyright ©2010 AUK PR & Marketing

D

Business & Ecomonics Division forms Business Advisory Board with local business leaders.

on Islamic Finance, Professor
Cripps Moderated a session on
the impact of IFRS on National
Accountancy and Commercial
Codes.
ACBSP Region 8 Annual
Conference:
Professor Jeremy Cripps atte
tended the Annual Conference
of the International Region
of the Association of College
giate Business Schools and
Programs. The annual conferee

ence was held in at Internate
tional School of Management
at L’Institut Supérieur Europe
péen de Gestion (ISEG) Paris,
France. The theme for the confe
ference this year piggybacked
on the theme for the ACBSP
Annual Conference 2010 “Recoe
ognizing Excellence in Busine
ness Education.” The meeting
focused on the Rebranding
initiative at present under disce
cussion for ACBSP and several

presentations were made on
the elements of the Standards
for Accreditation by Accredite
tation Commissioners. Netwe
working sessions concentrated
on the teaching of IFRS (Inte
ternational Financial reporting
Standards), issues of accreditate
tion for American universities
outside the continental USA,
study abroad opportunities at
ACBSP member campuses,
and regional business issues.
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Television Soaps Empower Women
An Interview with Professor Shoma Munshi

By Utpal Borpujari

T

hey have influenced fashie
ion, created fierce debates
in media and the society and
mesmerised people across rege
gions and languages. Some of
them even have brought the ente
tire country to a standstill when
they are on. Yes, we are talking
about the ubiquitous TV serials
on the numerous channels, spanne
ning genre, theme and class repre
resentation.
A latest book seeks to analyse
the impact of prime time soap
operas on the contemporary Inde
dian society. The writer, Shoma
Munshi, division head of social
sciences and professor of ante
thropology at the American Unive
versity of Kuwait (AUK), has
chosen five most popular soaps
for her study. Munshi talks to
Utpal Borpujari of Deccan Herae
ald on the idea behind her book,
“Prime Time Soap Operas on
Indian Television” (Routledge).
Excerpts:
You have chosen five specific
serials for your book. What were
your criteria for selecting them?
It was deliberate. The book
tracks the specific time period of
2000–2008. The three most succe
cessful soaps from Balaji Telefe
films – ‘Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi
Bahu Thi’, ‘Kahaani Ghar Ghar
Kii’ and ‘Kasautii Zindagi Kay’
– were obvious choices, having
topped TRPs for eight years. I
chose ‘Saat Phere… Saloni Ka
Safar’ and ‘Sapna Babul Ka…
Bidaai’ as a counterfoil, because
they were the first to challenge
the K soaps’ supremacy, and
both were issue-based, focusing
on the dark skin/fair skin thesis.
How do you view the latest
trend of serials taking on social
causes like child marriage, feme
male foeticide, farmers’ suicides,
etc., even if perfunctorily?

Viewership data shows that the
audience base has spread from
metros to include smaller towns
and villages, and TAM (Televise
sion Audience Measurement)
data now tracks this. In such a
scenario, stories of soaps have
to take into account issues that
relate to a larger base of people.
Besides, after eight years of the
family sagas of K soaps, people
were looking for a change.
Soap operas, ironically, are feme
male character dominated. Why
is it so when we see it in the conte
text of the fact that India has a
male-dominated society?
There is nothing ironic about
this. Soap operas are in fact
referred to as ‘soaps’ because
their origins lie in the 1950s rade
dio dramas in the US that were
broadcast during the day, when
women were mainly at home
doing household chores. These
radio dramas were sponsored by
companies such as Proctor and
Gamble who were soap manufe
facturers, hence the name, which
stuck. In addition, the very genre
of soap operas is women-centric.
This is the case not just in India,
but anywhere in the world. The
soaps’ characteristic address is
to women viewers.
What is your view regarding
the quality of serials on Indian
channels at present, particularly
when compared to days when
DD was the only channel?
There is no question about the
fact that DD had some landmark
shows such as ‘Hum Log’ and
‘Buniyaad’. One must also reme
member, however, that DD was
the only channel available to us.
Open skies policy means more
to choose from. Of course, the
recognisability of channels also
helps, in that Star Plus, Colors
and Zee have greater recognite
tion value.

Soap operas are often alleged
to be representing women in a
regressive mode...
This is something that I have
always taken issue with. Why
must women be considered rege
gressive if they are homemakee
ers? Soap stories, being womencentric by definition, locate the
woman in the family home. In
soaps, competence in the perse
sonal sphere is valued and womee
en are able to handle difficult
situations well because of it, and
this is crucial. Women like Parve
vati and Tulsi have very strong
moral centres. Nowadays, there
are women characters with more
shades of grey than earlier who
are very much in control, as well
as characters who despite living
in fear of their mothers-in-law,
show definite sparks of revolt.
And, very importantly, unlike
many Bollywood films, women
and their bodies in soaps are not
objectified.
What, according to you, have
been the major qualities of Indiae
an soap operas in terms of their
content vis-a-vis society?
Soaps work at many levels.
The overtly visible impact ince
cludes the influence on fashion
in jewellery, clothes and accesse
sories. Soaps have popularised
festivals like Karva Chauth to
the extent that it is now celebratee
ed all over India. The mangalsute
tra is now worn by communities
where it was not the norm earlier.
Very importantly, and however
strange it sounds, soaps play a
role in empowering women. Rece
cent academic research clearly
demonstrates that rural women
admire the independence of
strong soap heroines, especially
Tulsi and Parvati.
Reprinted from the Deccan
Herald. Copyright 2009, The
Printers (Mysore) Private Ltd

Announcements
from the Office of the Registrar
Change of Assigned Major
Government Scholarship Students will be able to change their
assigned scholarship major during the last week of classes starting
January 17th till the 21st, 2010.
Check your AUK e-mail for more details!

Spring Registration
Spring advanced registration ends January 14th, 2010.
Registration opens January 26th, 2010.
Be sure your tuition is paid by 4:00pm, February 11th, 2010, so you
won’t be de-registered!

Spring Drop/Add
Drop/Add is the first week of the Spring semester,
February 14 – 18, 2010.
Shahed W
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